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1. Executive Summary
This report is the deliverable for Task 9.2 (T9.2) as part of the Work Package 9 of the EU Shift2Rail
programme In2Stempo, research into Safety Management in Public Areas. Task 9.2 was to review the
literature on identification of appropriate and realistic threat specification, appropriate modelling
techniques of glazing systems and the development of a modelling approach to calculate blast loading in
an actual station scenario.
The research in T9.2 leads into T9.3 and T9.1 where the modelling develops into a security risk assessment
tool and railway specific station security manual respectively.
•

The review of security glazing standards will be used when demonstrating the response of
structural and architectural components of the building.

•

The categorisation of stations will lead into the typical station geometries presented in the
interactive 3D visualisation tool and security manual.

•

The modelling technique will determine the approach the probabilistic risk-based method will be
based on and the principle data source for the 3D visualisation tool.

On advice from Centre for the Protection of National Infrastructure (CPNI) creating a catalogue of products
relating to glazing would be insufficient as guidance on glazing systems, and we opt rather to follow the use
of physical testing conducted by the manufacturers and the reports and standard performance level
achieved. In light of this a review of the international standards was conducted to extract the threats used
and the internal hazard as a result.
The numerical modelling approach was developed as a 2D multi-material finite element analysis that can
capture the complexities of internal detonations in station representative spaces. Results of preliminary
runs are presented and comparisons of the inclusion of additional venting space are made.
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2. Abbreviations and Acronyms
Abbreviation /
Acronyms
ALE
ANFO
ASF
ASTM
CEN
CONWEP
CPNI
C4
GSA
IED
ISO
JWL
PBIED
TATP
TNT
VBIED
WP
Units
m
mm
kg
kPa
MPa
ms

GA777515

Description
Arbitrary Lagrangian-Eulerian
Ammonium Nitrate/Fuel Oil
Anti-Shatter Film
American Society for Testing and Materials
European Committee for Standardization
Conventional Weapons Program
Centre for the Protection of National Infrastructure
Composition 4
General Services Administration
Improved Explosive Device
International Organization for Standardization
Jones-Wilkins-Lee
Person Borne Improvised Explosive Device
Triacetone Triperoxide
Trinitrotoluene
Vehicle Borne Improvised Explosive Device
Work Package
Description
Metre
Millimetre
Kilogram
Kilopascal
Megapascal
Millisecond
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3. Background
The present document constitutes the Deliverable D9.2 “Database” for IN2STEMPO (project number
777515). The work contributes to WP9 ‘Safety Management in Public Areas’, this title having been revised
from that listed within the Shift2Rail Multi Annual Action Plan to better reflect the scope of the work.
To develop solutions for improving the safety and resilience of railway stations through the development
of models, rail specific risk assessments and the development of a railway Security Manual that catalogues
materials, fixings and station furniture that can be used to mitigate the impact of a bomb blast. Analysis of
options for advanced CCTV technology that analyse specific human behaviours to provide pre-emptive
biometric information.
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4. Objective/Aim
This document has been prepared to provide guidance and data referring to the specification requirements
and optimal combinations of glass and fixings that provide different levels of security depending on the risk
assessment. This is within the context of representative station geometry, and the deliverable also provides
the context of descriptive parameters for blast events. This is to support non-specialists in interpretation
of blast test and specification data for glazing, and to aid understanding of human injury that may occur or
be prevented by glazing choices.
The appropriate times to reference this document are shown in Figure 1 in relation to Network Rail’s
Governance for Railway Investment Projects (GRIP) when considering station buildings. The Station Specific
security manual, the deliverable for Work Package 9, should be used throughout the GRIP process as
consideration of the terror threat in the outset can greatly influence the requirements of a station and
ultimately effectiveness and cost. This document, as a focused view on glazing, would be most valuable
when taken into consideration during the option selection stage and referenced through to the install,
testing and on to lifetime maintenance.
Development of a model that enables different blast loading magnitudes to be calculated is described, and
this model will form the basis of later work in Deliverable D9.3. Its outputs can be compared to the
performance thresholds of the structural elements, materials and fixings of glazing to assess its
performance. The blast scenarios relate to representative station designs giving much greater value to the
outputs (especially for non-specialists) than theoretical loadings and material responses.

Initiate

WP9.1
1. Output Definition

WP9.3

Design

Choose
Option

2. Feasibility
3. Option Selection
4. Single Option Development

Close

Build

5. Detailed Design

WP9.2
WP9.4

6. Construction Testing &
Commissioning
7. Scheme Handback
8. Project Close Out

Figure 1 The applications of the Work Package 9 components to the GRIP process stages
GA777515
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5. Introduction
Public buildings particularly train stations often contain many glazed surfaces including façades, windows,
doors, internal walls, signage and balustrade. Architecturally glass works well to improve the aesthetics,
flow and experience of stations but without thought in the design to blast resistance its inclusion can have
a detrimental effect on the resilience of the building.
Detonations of high explosive charge are considered by Centre for Protection of National Infrastructure
(CPNI) to be the third most likely terrorist attacks in the UK, behind bladed or blunt force weapons and
vehicular attacks. This does not mean that attacks are likely but when designing public access buildings that
are considered desirable targets for terrorist activities designing in blast resilience is recommended.
The understanding of blast physics has developed the design of structures and the built environment to
better avoid attacks of terror, [1-3].

5.1

Explosions and blast waves

A blast event from the detonation of a solid or liquid high explosive, rapidly reactive compounds generally
creating gaseous products, produces a fireball of the products at extremely high temperatures and
pressure, in the order of thousands of degrees Celsius and tens of gigapascals respectively. The pressure
difference between the fireball and the surrounding material, typically air, causes an expansion with an
initial velocity of several thousand m/s, greater than the sound wave velocity creating a shock front.

5.1.1 Human injury to blast
To put the pressures in context it is useful to relate them to their effects on a human body. Data are
available on blasts and deaths/injuries in Northern Ireland between 1970 and 1984 [4] to help make this
link, although a more comprehensive survey of data and models is available from Anthistle [5]. Mellor [4]
divided outcomes into 4 categories with increasing severity of injury from 1 (least) to 4 (significant incidence
of death). It was found that 50% of personnel exposed to blasts with a peak overpressure greater than
550kPa were killed and an order of magnitude increase in fatality risk if no venting of the structure was
present, [6].
Human injury to glazing hazard from explosion events assessment tools have been developed to predict
the casualties from the post-fracture travel of the glass fragments in buildings, [7]

GA777515
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Table 1 Injury Groups categories by peak overpressure, from [4]
Category
1

pso (kPa)
<150

Injury
Minor – Maximum overpressure sustained sufficient to
cause ruptured tympanic membrane of the ear

2

150 – 350

Moderate – Higher overpressure than Group 1, but
probably insufficient to cause primary lung damage in a
significant number of casualties

3

350 – 550

Severe – Sufficient overpressure to cause primary lung
damage in a significant proportion of casualties

4

>550

Very severe – Sufficient overpressure to cause severe
primary lung damage with a significant incidence of death

Where pso is the side on or incident overpressure.

5.1.2 Blast loading parameters
The scientific understanding and complexity of blast waves vary depending on which period; near, mid or
far-field, the blast event is in, but the magnitude of the loading can be estimated using different techniques.
The parameters of a blast wave (peak pressure, time of arrival, positive phase duration and specific impulse)
scale for different masses and at different recording distances through a relationship developed
independently by Hopkinson [8] and Cranz [9]. Scaled distance (Z):
𝑍 =

𝑆
1

𝑊3
where S is the distance between the detonation point to the point of measurement and W is the mass of
the explosive charge, is used to compare different charges [10]. Two charges of different masses will
produce the same peak pressure at the same scaled distance, but the time based parameters (time of
arrival, positive phase duration and specific impulse) vary with a linear scale factor, W1/3.

5.1.3 Blast waveform
The incident pressure-time history of a typical blast wave in free air takes a ‘Friedlander’ form [11], shown
in Figure 2 for a 100 kg equivalent mass trinitrotoluene (TNT) spherical charge 100m away (threats specific
to PBIED in a station is discussed below). The peak overpressure (Pmax), time of arrival (ta), positive phase
duration (td) and positive specific impulse (I) are shown in relation to the pressure time history.

GA777515
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Pmax

Specific impulse
𝑡𝑎 + 𝑡𝑑

𝐼 = න
Positive
phase
ta

𝑃 𝑑𝑡

𝑡𝑎

td

Negative
phase

Time t (ms)
Figure 2 Example incident blast wave. 100 kg sphere at 100m stand-off.
The shockwave is characterised by the near-instant rise in pressure to the peak value followed by a decay
curve following the modified Friedlander equation:
𝑃(𝑡) = 𝑃𝑚𝑎𝑥 [1 −

𝑡 − 𝑡𝑎 𝛼𝑡−𝑡 𝑡𝑎
]𝑒 𝑑
𝑡𝑑

where α is the decay coefficient and ta < t < ta+td. An over expansion from the momentum the air develops
as the blast wave passes causes a partial vacuum to develop, shown by the period of negative overpressure.

5.1.4 The negative phase
The peak negative pressures are rarely close to the magnitude of the peak positive overpressures, but the
impulse developed can have a significant impact on the structural response of a building and when
considering the response of glazing. The cumulative effect of a sustained low-negative overpressure, the
area above the negative phase on an overpressure-time plot, can exceed that of a high pressure, short
duration shock front, area under positive phase. This can have the effect of fractured glazing being sucked
back towards the charge after the initial acceleration in the opposite direction [12].

GA777515
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1)

2)

3)

Figure 3 Effects of blast wave stage on glazing. 1) shock front impinges on the face of the structure. 2)
positive phase complete. 3) negative phase sucks the broken panes out of the building [13].

5.2

Predicting blast loading

Modelling the response of a structure to a blast event can be conducted in multiple ways. Full scale or
scaled physical tests can be carried out on elements of or the whole structural system.

5.2.1 Full scale physical testing
Figure 4-4 show frames of high speed video taken by Karagozian and Case [13] as they test a blast resistant
façade to a VBIED threat of pressure and impulse equal to 415kPa and 2070kPa-msec respectively. These
are expensive and time consuming to conduct allowing only a limited number of, if any, threat scenarios to
be analysed.

Figure 4 Full scale glass facade response to blast test. Karagozian and Case [13]
GA777515
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5.2.2 Semi-empirical equations
Semi-empirical predictions of blast parameters can be calculated from equations such as those developed
by Kingery and Bulmash 1984 [14], who collated a large number of experimental trials, parametric studies
and early numerical models. The equations can accurately predict the incident and reflected loading from
simple spherical or hemi-spherical charges in free-air (or on a rigid reflecting surface for hemi-spherical
charges) in the mid and far-field and produce outputs as seen in Figure 2. They form the basis of fast running
blast prediction programs such as CONWEP and the *LOAD_BLAST_ENHANCED card in LS-DYNA but cannot
take into account the effects of the geometry of a structure.

5.3

Identification of appropriate and realistic threat specification

The blast threats to consider inside train stations are most likely to be Improvised Explosive Devices (IED)
or Person-Bourne Improvised Explosive Device (PBIED). The mass of explosive charge to consider would be
that of something someone could carry on their person (3-10 kg) or carry in a conventional manner (10-20
kg), in a suitcase etc.
Being improvised devices, the high explosive used is likely to be homemade (ANFO, TATP, etc) but more
controlled substances could be acquired and utilised from the mining and demolition industries. The high
explosive equivalence, typically to TNT (TNT equivalence), for commercial and homemade explosives is in
the wide range of 0.34-1.67 [15]. That is, 1 kg of SEMTEX, with a TNT equivalence of 1.25, has nominally the
same output as 1 kg of TNT.
The range of explosive threats to design against and the number of source locations makes it impossible to
design a structure to fully protect against them. Judgement by the station designer must estimate the
threats likely to been seen and where they are most likely to be deployed. This is why an update to the
Secure Station security manual is necessary to provide the best practice and current information to those
making these judgements [16].

GA777515
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6. Glazing
Glass fragments account for 80-90% of injuries sustained during a blast event as flying or falling shards are
more dangerous to people over a larger area than the blast wave itself. Correctly designed blast resistant
glazing can mitigate the effects of a blast if the whole structural system is considered, [17]. The glazing is a
system containing the glass, the frame or fixings, the seal between the two and the structural support
system.
Annealed glass accounts for the majority of building glass in the UK and has been modelled, despite its
brittle behaviour, in response to long duration blast loading to quantify non-blast engineered buildings’
resilience, [18]

Figure 5 Response of glass facade to blast wave. Shock front fractures glass as it travels up the structure.
Partial vacuum of the negative phase pulls the glass and elements of the frames off the structure [13]

6.1

Laminated glass

Laminated glass is the preferred option for increasing the blast resistance of glass panes whilst maintaining
the optical performance and other benefits glass brings to buildings [19]. Laminated glass consists of
multiple glass layers sandwiching an interlayer that is bonded to the glass, overcoming the inherent brittle
characteristics of glass by greatly increasing the tensile performance of the glass pane whilst retaining glass
fragments. The properties and performance of laminated glass can be designed by the specification of:
•

type of glass plies used

GA777515
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•

size, number and orientation/order of plies used

•

type and thickness of interlayer(s) used

•

manufacture process

•

inclusion of other materials

•

application of coatings to the glass

6.2

Glazing as a system

An increase of the blast performance of the glazing must be accompanied by appropriate strength of the
frame or fixings to restrain the glazing, preventing it from detaching and moving independently of and into,
out of or across the structure [20].
Typically, a structural silicone sealant will be specified to secure the glazing into a sufficiently deep rebate
in the frame. Choice and application of silicone are important to achieve the blast resistance and lifespan
of the glazing unit, also create a hermetic and weather-proof seal.
An increase in perpendicular loading from the glazing as its capacity is increased to resist blast loading must
be considered when analysing the structural response of a building. An important consideration when
working on existing structures, as not to induce disproportionate collapse by over-strengthening the
glazing.

6.3

Retrofit options

Retrofit technologies are also available for existing glazing that is unviable to be replaced with laminated
glass: anti-shatter film with bomb blast net curtains and secondary glazing.
Anti-shatter film applied to the internal face holds the glass fragments together but as is not installed into
the frames cannot restrain the glass [21]. For this reason, it is recommended to only install in conjunction
with bomb blast net curtains to prevent the entire pane projecting into the building.
Secondary glazing is generally installed inside or over the window reveal and designed to contain glass
fragments and prevent the blast wave from entering the structure. Secondary glazing systems are generally
used to achieve a greater level of blast protection on buildings with ‘listed’ status and cannot change the
windows.
Retrofit options for improved blast performance:
•

Anti-shatter film

•

Blast resistant laminated glazing system

•

Enhanced overhead equipment anchors

•

Structural member enhancements

•

Incorporation of progressive collapse resistance

•

Hostile vehicle mitigation

GA777515
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Figure 6 Windows without (top) and with (bottom) ASF, subjected to an external blast [22,23]

6.4

Testing standards

Current advice from CPNI on the guidance of blast resistant glazing systems is not to recommend products
or repeat manufacturers’ testing, but to follow the quality standards for protection level and reference
available information from the manufacturer on the test reports of each product. Testing is conducted by
certified companies at designated facilities on behalf of the manufacturer to achieve a performance rating
when subjected to a controlled blast load.
The proposal for Task 9.2 in the cooperation agreement of work by the University of Sheffield for Network
Rail on In2Stempo WP9 requests a “Compilation of a database (look-up type)
of readily-available and newly-proposed technologies, and development of a cost/benefit tool”. The
product performance can change as the manufacturers tweak materials and construction method. These
are supposed to be reflected in new blast tests for standard specification and CPNI is currently working to
ensure manufactures keep records up to date. Following the advice of CPNI it has been deemed appropriate
to substitute the database of products for a review of the current standards to aid in the understanding of
the hazard rating that they receive.

GA777515
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The application of blast resistant glazing systems is not conducive to a like-for-like comparison and must be
considered

on

availability

to

the

user

and

specific

requirements

of

threats

identified.

Existing standards consider two initial design steps:
1. Define the explosive loading or ‘threat’. Normally specifying the peak pressure and impulse.
2. Agree the acceptable risk, ‘hazard level’. How much damage to the glass is acceptable?
Standards for testing glazing use two different methods for providing blast loading, arena tests and shock
tube tests. Arena tests are used to develop loading representative of IEDs, consisting of high pressure and
short duration shockwaves. Shock tubes develop low pressure, long duration shock waves typical of larger
explosions at great distances or deflagration type explosions such as industrial accidents or gas leaks.

Figure 7 Full scale explosive arena test on elements in witness cubicles. [24]

Table 2 Description of the main international standards
Organisation

Standard

Description

Hazard Level

European

EN 13541:2012

-considers a single pane of

-allows no holes in the glass

Committee for

[25]

fixed size in a rigid frame,

or between the glass and

with prescribed test (shock

the frame.

tube) and boundary

-designation of splintering

conditions.

on the rear side of the pane

-This makes it not a

included.

Standardisation

particularly useful standard
as the size of glazing and
GA777515
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type of fixing have a large
influence on the response.
EN 13123-1:2001

-allow whole window

-holes allowing penetration

[26] and

systems to be tested of any

with a 10 mm rod are not

EN 13123-2:2004

size in the specified frame,

allowed.

[27]

by either arena or shock

-frame and gasket must stay

tube test.

attached.

-This creates a more

-splintering designation.

realistic threat and
mitigation system.
US General Service

GSA-TS01:2003

-classified the explosive

-Performance condition (1-

Administration

[28]

loads but permitted both

5) determined by the

arena and shock tube tests

projection or not of glass
fragments into a witness
area.
-

Table 4
International

ISO 16933:2007

-based largely on the EN

-Hazard rating (A-F) comes

Organisation for

[29] and

standards but expanded to

with a response to each

Standardisation

ISO 16934:2007

include larger and smaller

threat level. The gradings

[30]

charges.

are established from the
condition of the glass and
the distance to which the
glass fragments are
recorded into a witness
area.
-

Table 5
American Society for

ASTM F

-developed in parallel with

Testing and

1642:2004 [31]

the ISO standards.

-See ISO above

Materials
GA777515
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Table 3 Summary of test conditions

Arena

Shock-tube
EN 13541:2012

EN 13123-2:2004

EN 13123-1:2001

EN 13124-2:2004

EN 13124-1:2001

GSA-TS01:2003
ASTM F 1642:2004
ISO 16933:2007

ISO 16934:2007

Table 4 GSA performance conditions [28]
Performance

Protection

Hazard

condition

level

level

1

Safe

None

No visible signs of damage

2

Very high

None

Glass fractures, but is restrained. Very small glass

Description of window glazing response

fragments acceptable
3a

High

Very low

Glass fractures. Fragments no greater than 3.3 ft into
witness area

3b

High

Low

Glass fractures. Fragments no greater than 10 ft into
witness area

4

Medium

Medium

Glass fractures. Fragments no greater than 2 ft up
opposite wall

5

Low

High

Catastrophic failure. Fragments greater than 2 ft up
opposite wall

GA777515
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Table 5 ISO hazard rating [29]
Hazard

Hazard rating

rating

description

Summary description

Perforations

A

No break

No visible signs of damage

0

B

No hazard

Glass fractures, but inner ply is fully restrained

0

C

Minimal hazard

Glass fractures, inner ply is substantially restrained

≤3

D

Very low hazard

Glass fragments no greater than 1m into witness area

≤3

E

Low hazard

Glass fragments lower than 0.5m up opposite wall

≤10

F

High hazard

Glass fragments higher than 0.5m up opposite wall

≤10

The threats that have been identified as relevant to the scope of numerical modelling in this study are
IEDs/PBIEDs carried into a station building. Being small charges (<20 kg) of high explosives at close range
the applicable testing specifications are those for arena tests and therefore the shock tube appropriate
standards will not be considered further in this report.
The blast loading specifications are defined as either a charge mass and standoff distance or pressure and
impulse at a height above the ground. Table 6 lists the blast loading conditions for arena tests as described
in standards: EN 13123-2:2004, ISO 16933:2007 and ASTM F 1642:2004. EN 13123-2:2004 did not list peak
reflected overpressure and reflected specific impulse so these were completed from the data presented in
the other standards for the same charge mass and standoff distance, highlighted in grey.
The testing of glazing systems by numerical methods is in consideration for European standardisation and
steps to validate models are being made, [32].
The practical output of the testing for standards determines how well the glazing system works to protect
the building and its occupants from the blast wave and any secondary hazards from the glazing itself. The
geometries of the witness areas or boxes has been chosen to represent common room sizes but is useful
when looking at larger spaces. Elevation can be seen to broadly coincide with people’s positions within the
building and the location of body areas susceptible to life threatening injuries.
The standards allow designers to choose a threat level and a performance rating to best suit the purpose
of building. In train stations an explosion is always going to be considered an extreme event and some
material damage will be expected, if not desired to dissipate energy, and small fragments of glass landing
close to the glazing system are likely to be an acceptable risk. A large mass of glass fragments travelling
across a central atrium as a glazing façade detaches is going to be an unacceptable hazard for feasible
threats in most public buildings. It is the intention of this report and the continuing work on WP9 to
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introduce those designing stations to the hazards from explosives and how selection of systems and
materials can protect life, livelihood and property from undue risks from terror attacks.
A base level of protection across a station can reduce the risk but a thorough analysis by a blast engineer
to develop a targeted station specific approach can maximise the efficiency to the likely threats identified.
The inclusion of data pertaining to the blast protection specification level in BIM files is possible but the
specialised modelling required to analyse high strain-rate response of materials and structures will limit the
model’s use of the data.
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Table 6 Blast loading conditions [27,29,31]
Class

Charge mass [kg]

Standoff distance

Scaled distance

Peak reflected

Reflected Specific

Charge height

[m]

[m/kg1/3]

overpressure [kPa]

Impulse [kPa.ms]

[mm]

EN 13123-2:2004

EXR1

3

5

3.47

250

300

500 ± 50

-Spherical TNT

EXR2

3

3

2.08

800

500

500 ± 50

EXR3

12

5.5

2.40

700

700

800 ± 50

EXR4

12

4

1.75

1600

1000

800 ± 50

EXR5

20

4

1.47

2800

1500

800 ± 50

ISO 16933:2007,

SB1

3

9

6.24

70

150

500

ASTM F 1642:2004

SB2

3

7

4.85

110

200

500

SB3

3

5

3.47

250

300

500

SB4

3

3

2.08

800

500

500

SB5

12

5.5

2.40

700

700

800

SB6

12

4

1.75

1600

1000

800

SB7

20

4

1.47

2800

1500

800

ISO 16933:2007,

EXV45

30

32

10.30

30

180

<1200

ASTM F 1642:2004

EXV33

30

23

7.40

50

250

<1200

EXV25

40

19

5.56

80

380

<1200

EXV19

64

17

4.25

140

600

<1200

EXV15

80

14.4

3.34

250

850

<1200

EXV12

100

12.4

2.67

450

1200

<1200

EXV10

125

11

2.2

800

1600

<1200

-Hand-carried
Satchel bombs

-Vehicle bombs
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7. Station design analysis
The WP calls for actual station design to be the basis of material and element performance, rather than
theoretical isolated inputs. To establish a set of representative station designs that can be used to develop
a set of characteristic response patterns, the Station Maps were accessed for major stations on the National
Rail website. Sixty-nine stations chosen as being key stations from the Official National Rail Map, Figure 8,
those in bold. All London stations and 12 other stations were excluded from the study as being National or
International hubs or connected to airports as these are likely to have individual security studies conducted
on them and are therefore outside the scope of this project. Five other stations were excluded as the station
maps were unavailable but are likely to be covered as generalised maps are created covering similar station
designs.

Figure 8 Official National Rail Map [33]

As the historic target for attacks and predominantly the largest enclosed area of the station the Ticket Hall
and Concourse are the focus of the station classification for this study, the Train Shed, platforms, platform
buildings and waiting areas are not considered.
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It is the intention not to model one station perfectly for two reasons:
1. Each station is unique and the it is unfeasible to model each individually in this study
2. In the wrong hands a model could be used for the inverse of our intentions.
Four categories were identified to broadly and subjectively classify the 52 stations in consideration.
•

SMALL single rooms

•

SMALL with shops, etc

•

MEDIUM with venting features

•

LARGE atriums, lots of shops

It was not the intention to classify by size, location, passenger numbers or importance but to group
stations with similar geometries and architectural features regardless of scale.

Figure 9 Station map and example available photo [34]
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7.1

Model development

Blast loading analysis in complex environments is not possible in easily accessible software, by license
requirements or training in model development and simulation running. The development of
representative models and accessible 3D PDF as a key output from the WP to expose the result of
architectural features responding to blast loading in confined spaces is to replace the requirement for each
station’s design team to establish an acquaintance with specialised software and places them in a position
to better interact with Blast Engineers when required.
BlastFOAM is an open source computational fluid dynamic solver developed by SYNTHETIK [35] based on
the OpenFOAM platform which can complete simulations of high explosive detonations. It is not considered
a recommendation for architects or station managers to create their own models but to utilise the
deliverables of this WP when they are made available and use their discretion as to their needs going
forward.
To test concept and develop a modelling approach a simple, representative station layout was developed
to test against the glazing standard requirements. The inspiration for the layout came from the ‘MEDIUM
with venting features’ where a multi-room layout could represent a Ticket Hall and Concourse.
The building consists of two interconnecting rooms, twenty metres square on plan each, with a 5-metre
open doorway centred on the connecting wall, Figure 10. The space is a closed system so all the boundaries
are rigid and do not allow a global reduction of energy in the system.
0.5m
Room 1

← (2)

Room 2

5m

X
(1)

X
(3)

(4)→

20m

↙ (5)
20m

20m
Figure 10 Schematic of building model layout
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8. Numerical modelling
8.1

Modelling strategy

Preliminary modelling to establish the approach to be taken forward in the probabilistic risk-based methods
for station design and the 3D visualisation tool was conducted. More intricate models representing the
characteristics identified in the station classification will be developed during T9.3 for the next deliverable.
The strategy, as detailed below, takes a fine mesh of a small area in which the charge can be accurately
modelled, detonated and allowed to expand within. This detailed model can be ‘mapped’ into a selection
of different station geometries, at a coarser resolution, in a number of different positions allowing a large
number of threat scenarios to be studied efficiently. The inclusion of blast mitigation structures, furniture
and features can be made by running the simulations utilising the same global model geometry and input
map.
A convergence study can be completed for each station model to ensure a balance between accuracy and
computational time is achieved, whilst having a detailed detonation event included.

8.2

Model setup

LS-DYNA [36] was used to run a 2D Arbitrary Lagrangian-Eulerian (ALE) numerical model to simulate a high
explosive charge detonating inside a simplified station building. To minimise the setup and computational
run time a coarse mesh, discretised into square and triangular multi-material elements of approximately 1
metre was used. The explosive charge, representing a PBIED, was modelled as a 10kg sphere of C4 with
radius 113mm. The material properties of the C4 were established by a Jones-Wilkins-Lee (JWL) equation
of state with parameters taken from Dobratz and Crawford [37]. The disparity in charge and element sizes
would result in a poor approximation of the charge geometry. A finer mesh than the building one was
necessary.

8.2.1 Detonation
The charge is originated and detonated in a 5m square mesh of 10 mm square plane-strain elements. The
numerical model is run up until the shock front occupies the majority of the domain and before the shock
front reaches a boundary, in this instance 5x10-4s, Figure 11.
Running the detonation in a different mesh allows the accurate capture of the driving mechanisms in the
early stage of the blast wave whilst having the computational benefits of a coarse mesh in the later time
period. In running multiple simulations containing the same threat, one detonation model can be called
into each new simulation removing the necessity to run the same time period in every instance.
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Figure 11 Spatial pressure distribution at the end of the detonation model

8.2.2 Remapping
The detonation model is mapped, all element details are transferred as initial conditions in the designated
coordinates, onto the building model using the *INITIAL_ALE_MAPPING command to place the charge in
the centre of Room 1 (10,10). The building model had rigid boundary conditions applied to all walls, allowing
no venting of the pressure and no internal obstructions. The simulation was terminated at 0.1 ms, before
all pressures had stabilised but initial and secondary shocks had passed.

8.2.3 Tracers
Tracer points were placed along the boundaries and in free space to capture the overpressure at locations
in time, on a 2.5m grid. Highlighted tracer points in Figure 10 have coordinates as listed in table below.
Table 7 Highlighted tracers coordinates

8.3

Tracer point

X coordinate (m)

Y coordinate (m)

(1)

5

10

(2)

0

10

(3)

30.5

10

(4)

40.5

10

(5)

0

0

Results

Specific impulse data was calculated by integrating under the overpressure time histories till the end of the
simulation at 0.1 ms.
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8.3.1 Pressure contour plots
Pressure plots in time are shown in, Figure 12, and illustrate the blast wave moving throughout the
structure.
5a) Initial map of the first model into the second.
5b) Expanding blast wave fills Room 1
5c) Shock wave reflects off the rigid surfaces showing the magnification the reflection makes to the
pressure
5d) Perpendicular waves meeting in the corners cause a magnification of the reflected pressures
5d-f) Shock front diffracts through doorway and fills the second room
5e) Reflected waves travel back into the centre of Room 1
5f-g) Reflected waves meet in the centre of Room 1 where they reflect off each other and again
onto the walls
5g-h) Blast wave reflects off the back wall of Room 2
The model is highly simplified but demonstrates the functionality for modelling explosions inside buildings
and the results as inputs for structural response calculations of blast resistance glazing.
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a)

b)

c)

d)

e)

f)

g)

h)

Figure 12 Spatial overpressure distributions in time. a) 0.0005 ms, b) 0.0054 ms, c) 0.0104 ms, d)
0.0154 ms, e) 0.0204 ms, f) 0.0255 ms, g) 0.0504 ms, h) 0.0703 ms

8.3.2 Overpressure time histories
Tracer (1): The initial pressure profile shows a typical near-field shock front, high pressure and short positive
phase duration, followed by a prominent negative phase, Figure 13. In free space the shock wave is not
interrupted so does not experience any magnification by reflections and the incident pressure is recorded.
Symmetry of the idealised charge will give the same initial shock front profile at all distances 5m from the
centre of the charge.
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Figure 13 Pressure history of tracer (1), Figure 10
As the shock reflects off the rigid boundary at Tracer (2) the reflected pressure is recorded, resulting in a
peak pressure greater than Tracer (1) at twice the distance to the centre of the charge, Figure 14. Similar
magnification factors and time delays can be seen for the secondary shocks as the first for tracers (1) and
(2).
Tracer (3), in the centre of Room 2, experiences a low peak incident overpressure followed by two
subsequent peaks of equal magnitude, Figure 15. The doorway allows a fragment of the shock front into
Room 2, which diffracts into the space greatly reducing the specific energy in the primary pressure wave.
The lower pressure but long duration waves in Room 2 are sufficient to build up damaging impulses in
certain regions.
On the rigid back-wall, Tracer (4) prediominantley shows the reflected pressures for the shocks coming in
from Room 1 and the the incident pressures for and flow parallel to the wall. The peak pressure being
located after the initial rise in pressure demonstrates the effect of amplification as a reflected wave meets
an incident or another reflected wave, Figure 16. In this instance the magnitude of the second peak is twice
that of the first. An example of how the semi-emiprical equations can not be relied upon when a
geometrical structure is considered.
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Figure 14 Pressure history of tracer (2), Figure 10

Figure 15 Pressure history of tracer (3), Figure 10
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Figure 17 illustrates the magnification a simple corner can have on the reflected pressure. The peak
pressure here exceeds that on Tracer (2) that is 30% closer and perpendicular to the direction of the ipinging
wave.
When considering the design of stations and the rigid surfaces being included, minimising the areas of
amplification where people are expected to congregate and the strategic implementation of blast resistant
glazing measures to protect the structure.

Figure 16 Pressure history of tracer (4), Figure 10
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Figure 17 Pressure history of tracer (5), Figure 10

8.3.3 Peak blast parameter contour plots
The peak pressure from all 180 tracer points are plotted in Figure 18. The detonation pressures around the
charge greatly skews the presentation of results and have been altered to illustrate the peak without
dominating the graph.

Figure 18 Peak overpressure contour plot
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Figure 19 Peak specific impulse contour plot

8.4

Additional venting

The inability of the model to globally vent any pressure was leading to the continually increasing impulses
across the structure. To further develop the model as a prototype for representing stations and how
structural and architectural features can affect the loading inside, the lower wall in Room 2 was removed
giving a large indirect vent for the quasi-static pressure. Removing the rigid boundary conditions creates a
pass-through, where pressure can flow into an infinite space at atmospheric pressure.
0.5m

5m

20m

20m

20m

Figure 20 Schematic of modified building model layout
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The model was run with the same conditions applied to compare the effect. The peak overpressure,
typically the shock front is not affected by the increased venting as it is typically the shock front. The shock
front is typically unaffected by the venting or clearing as it travels faster than the surrounding air and system
can respond. Therefore the, as seen in Figure 21 the peak overpressures match those of the original model.

Figure 21 Peak overpressure contour plot
The development of specific impulse is more time dependent than peak pressure and therefore effected
by the reduction of quasi-static pressure in the system. The pressure difference across Room 1 and 2 is
sufficient in the original model to continuously vent throughout simulation that a reduction of pressure in
Room 2 does not equate much to the reduction of specific impulse in Room 1, Figure 22. It does however
significantly change the impulse distribution in Room 2. Limiting the peak along the far wall and reducing
the specific impulse locally. Minor differences in the doorway can also be seen.

Figure 22 Peak specific impulse contour plot
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With additional features of venting, obstruction and geometry, models can be developed that more
accurately represent the station designs in Europe and a catalogue will be developed to populate the tools
that will accompany the rail specific security manual. Having the choice of threat size and location in a
variety of spaces, station designers will be able to understand how structures similar to theirs will respond.
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9. Conclusions
The conclusions reached at this stage of the R&I and highlighted in this report are:
•

A database of blast resistant glazing products is against government advice, through CPNI, and
following performance achieved in the tests required for standardisation verification is best
practice. This allows manufacturers to have products tested in their designed situation and
provides advice on the hazard level expected behind the glazing system.

•

The threats covered in international standards cover the threats it is realistic to expect in a terrorist
attempt on a national train station.

•

Stations can be categorised broadly by their geometry and architectural features. Development of
models to represent these can used in numerical simulations of blast events to establish expected
blast loading.

•

The modelling strategy developed will be sufficient to efficiently capture the blast loading from an
explosive event in a large space of complex geometry.

The blast resilience of new and existing station buildings can be designed to protect the occupants by
analysing the flow of blast waves in the space of the building and how their interact with structures.
Understanding the threats a building faces can influence the form and specification of building materials
and installation to reduce the exposure to risk and future cost of retrofitting measures.
Understanding the standards applying to blast resistant glazing guide the expectations of the levels of
protection glazing can provide and where structural requirements may force the architectural design in
specific circumstances. Use of the tools being developed by the authors to anticipate the blast loading in
general geometries will be an initial step in the design of stations to reduce the effect of explosions without
going to the extent of a costly station specific blast analysis.
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